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For employers.






Having the right people in place can be the difference between your company’s success, or not. Here at NonStop, we act as a strategic partner to design the best staffing solutions for your needs to ensure you have the right talent in the right place at the right time.




Learn more





















For candidates.






Only about 70% of job vacancies are properly advertised online. As specialist recruiters, once we understand your career aspirations and ideal working arrangements, we can present you with the best opportunities on the market, including those that are not advertised publically.




Learn more











Our mission.












“To connect talent with opportunity non stop in a fair and meritocratic way; with a core belief that everyone deserves an equal chance to develop, grow, succeed”




Learn more











Industries we recruit for.












LIFE SCIENCES


Learn More






CHEMICAL


Learn More






HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE


Learn More









DIGITAL


Learn More






ADMINISTRATION


Learn More






TECHNICAL


Learn More

















Who we’ve helped.













NonStop have become our preferred off-contract agency due to their diligence, proactivity and expert industry knowledge. They are one of the top performing agencies we work with and we would highly recommend them.   



- Ben, Recruitment Category Manager



















































































































































Insights




What we’re thinking.


















RPO partner to one of France’s top pharma companies

Nov 1, 2022
Servier, one of France’s largest pharmaceutical companies was opening a research and development site in Saclay, and therefore needed over 100 new employees within six to 12 months, building up to 1500 over a couple of years. The aim of this global innovation hub is...


read more





How to Build a Strong Online Professional Presence

Feb 15, 2024
In today's digital age, building a robust online professional presence is no longer just an option; it's a necessity. Your online presence is often the first impression you make, and it can significantly impact your job search success. In this article, Jevgenij...


read more





Filling Niche Role Results in Top Supplier Status

Jan 29, 2024
“It is a pleasure to work with NonStop as the Recruitment Partner. We appreciate how well NonStop supports us in all recruitment processes we have had so far. We can always count on great candidates in a short period. I would recommend NonStop as the quick service and...


read more
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"*" indicates required fields




Name 

Email*



Message*

Upload file(s)

Drop files here or 
Select files



Max. file size: 256 MB.
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Contact us

	[email protected]
	 Contact numbers








Sectors

	Life sciences
	Chemical
	Health & social care
	Digital
	Administration
	Technical








Policies

	GDPR
	Cookies policy
	Privacy notice
	Anti-slavery










 
















Manage Cookie Consent










To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.






Functional



Functional

Always active 






The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.






Preferences


Preferences







The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.






Statistics


Statistics







The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.






Marketing


Marketing







The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.








Manage options
Manage services
Manage vendors
Read more about these purposes





Accept
Deny
View preferences
Save preferences
View preferences
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Manage consent
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